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Description
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR MONITORING

PHYSICAL DOWNLINK CONTROL CHANNEL

Technical Field
[1] The present invention relates to a wireless communication system and a method of

monitoring a physical downlink control channel in the wireless communication system.

Background Art
[2] In a wireless communication system, a base station (BS) provides services to a

plurality of user equipments (UEs). The base station schedules user data for the

plurality of user equipments and transmits control information containing scheduling

information for the user data along with the user data. Generally, a channel that carries

the control information is referred to as a control channel, and a channel that carries the

user data is referred to as a data channel. A user equipment monitors the control

channel to search for its control information and processes its data when the control in

formation is successfully received.

[3] In order to receive user data for the user equipment, first, the user equipment should

receive the control information for the user data on the control channel. However,

generally, control information of each of a plurality of user equipments is multiplexed

into transmission interval in a given bandwidth and the base station transmits the mul

tiplexed control information on the plurality of control channels in order to provide

services to the plurality of user equipments. A user equipment searches for its control

channel among the plurality of control channels.

[4] One method for detecting specific control information among the multiplexed control

information is blind decoding. In the blind decoding, the user equipment does not

know whether the control information transmitted from the base station contains its

control information. Therefore, the user equipment decodes all the multiplexed control

information until its control information is found. In other words, since the user

equipment does not know where its control information is located among a plurality of

received control information, the user equipment decodes all the control information

until its control information is found.

[5] The user equipment may use a unique identifier to identify its control information.

For example, when the base station multiplexes control information of a plurality of

user equipments, the base station masks the unique identifier of each of the plurality of

user equipments onto a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) of the control information and

transmits the multiplexed control information. Then, the user equipment determines its

control information by de-masking its unique identifier from the CRC of the received



control information.

[6] If the user equipment does not properly detect its control information from the mul

tiplexed control information, it may not decode user data on a data channel. Therefore,

prompt and correct detection of control information may improve performance of the

system significantly. However, it may be difficult to detect the control information

only by the simple blind decoding when different control information is necessary for

different user equipments and control information of each user equipment has different

code rate and modulation scheme. The size of the control information may also be

different for each user equipment.

[7] Accordingly, the number of decoding attempts in a control region on which the

control information is transmitted may unexpectedly increase. As the number of

decoding attempts in the blind decoding increases, battery consumption will also

increase.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[8] A method is sought for monitoring a control channel in order to reduce the number of

decoding attempts in blind decoding.

Technical Solution
[9] In one embodiment of the present invention, a method of monitoring a physical

downlink control channel (PDCCH) in a wireless communication system includes

monitoring a set of PDCCH candidates for a search space in a subframe, wherein the

subframe includes a control region for transmitting control information, the control

region including a plurality of resource elements mapped to a plurality of control

channel elements (CCEs), a CCE corresponds to a set of resource elements, and the

search space that includes a contiguous set of CCEs is classified into a common search

space and a UE-specific search space, wherein the common search space is monitored

by all user equipments (UEs) in a cell and the UE-specific search space is monitored

by at least one UE in the cell.

[10] In one aspect of the present invention, the subframe further includes a slot that

includes a plurality of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols in

a time domain and a plurality of subcarriers in a frequency domain. A portion of the

plurality of OFDM symbols and subcarriers in the slot makes up a resource block and

the resource block includes resource elements in the portion. Locations for the PDCCH

candidates for the search space occur every K CCEs where K is a size of a CCE ag

gregation level and a size of the search space is defined by the size of the CCE ag

gregation level and a number of the PDCCH candidates for the search space. A number

of CCE aggregation levels for the common search space may be smaller than a number



of CCE aggregation levels for the UE-specific search space.

[11] In one aspect of the present invention, a starting location of the common search space

may be same for all the UEs in the cell. The starting location of the common search

space may be fixed or set to zero. A starting location of the UE-specific search space

may be determined in every subframe.

[12] In one aspect of the present invention, a starting location to search common control

information is restricted in the common search space. A starting location to search first

common control information and a starting location to search second common control

information are restricted in the common search space. The starting location to search

the first common control information may be different from the starting location to

search the second common control information. The common search space and the

UE-specific search space may overlap with each other.

[13] In one embodiment of the present invention, a user equipment for monitoring a

physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) includes a radio frequency (RF) unit for

receiving a radio signal and a processor coupled with the RF unit and configured to

monitor a common search space at each of common control channel element (CCE)

aggregation levels in a subframe, wherein the subframe includes a control region for

transmitting control information, the control region including a plurality of resource

elements mapped to a plurality of CCEs, a CCE corresponds to a set of resource

elements, and the common search space including a contiguous set of CCEs is

monitored by all user equipments (UEs) in a cell, the processor further configured to

monitor a UE-specific search space at each of UE-specific CCE aggregation levels in

the subframe, wherein the UE-specific search space is monitored by at least one UE in

the cell.

[14] In one aspect of the present invention, in the user equipment, a starting location of

the common search space may be same for all the UEs in the cell and a starting

location of the UE-specific search space is UE-specific in the cell. In another aspect of

the present invention, in the user equipment, a number of the common CCE ag

gregation levels may be smaller than a number of the UE-specific CCE aggregation

levels.

[15] In one embodiment of the present invention, a method of transmitting control in

formation on a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) in a wireless commu

nication system includes configuring common control information on the PDCCH in a

common search space, wherein the common search space is monitored by all UEs in a

cell, and transmitting the common control information on the PDCCH. The method

may further include transmitting UE-specific control information on the PDCCH in a

UE-specific search space, wherein the UE-specific search space is monitored by at

least one UE which receives the UE-specific control information.



Advantageous Effects
[16] The number of decoding attempts for monitoring a downlink control channel may be

reduced. Overheads according to the blind decoding are reduced, and time taken for a

user equipment to search for a downlink control channel is reduced. Thus, battery con

sumption of the user equipment is reduced and performance of the communication may

be improved.

Brief Description of the Drawings
[17] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a wireless communication system.

[18] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing functional separation between the E-UTRAN and

the EPC.

[19] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing individual elements of a UE.

[20] FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing radio protocol architecture for a user plane.

[21] FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing radio protocol architecture for a control plane.

[22] FIG. 6 shows mapping between downlink logical channels and downlink transport

channels.

[23] FIG. 7 shows mapping between downlink transport channels and downlink physical

channels.

[24] FIG. 8 shows the structure of a radio frame.

[25] FIG. 9 shows a resource grid for one downlink slot.

[26] FIG. 10 shows the structure of a subframe.

[27] FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating constructing a PDCCH.

[28] FIG. 12 shows decoding of PDCCHs.

[29] FIG. 13 illustrates monitoring a control channel according to blind decoding in active

mode.

[30] FIG. 14 illustrates monitoring a control channel according to blind decoding in DRX

mode.

[31] FIG. 15 illustrates monitoring a control channel according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

[32] FIG. 16 shows PDCCH candidates according to CCE aggregation levels.

[33] FIG. 17 shows control channel monitoring in a search space.

[34] FIG. 18 is a flowchart illustrating monitoring a control channel according to an em

bodiment of the present invention.

[35] FIG. 19 is a flowchart illustrating transmitting control information on a PDCCH

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[36] FIG. 20 illustrates monitoring a control channel according to an embodiment of the

present invention

[37] FIG. 2 1 is a flowchart illustrating monitoring a control channel according to an em-



bodiment of the present invention.

Mode for the Invention
[38] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a wireless communication system. The wireless

communication system may be a network structure of an E-UMTS (Evolved-Universal

Mobile telecommunications System) which is also referred to as an LTE (Long-Term

Evolution) system. The wireless communication system may provide a wide variety of

communication services including voices and packet data.

[39] Referring to FIG. 1, an E-UTRAN (Evolved-UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access

Network) includes at least one base station (BS) 20. A user equipment (UE) 10 can be

fixed or mobile. The UE 10 may also be referred to as an MS (Mobile Station), a UT

(User Terminal), a SS (Subscriber Station), or a wireless device. Generally, the BS 20

is a fixed station that communicates with the UE 10 and may also be referred to as an

e-NB (evolved-NodeB), a BTS (Base Transceiver System), or an access point. There

are one or more cells within the coverage of the BS 20. Interfaces for transmitting user

traffic or control traffic may be used between BSs 20. Hereinafter, downlink means

communication from the BS 20 to the UE 10, and uplink means a communication from

the UE to the BS.

[40] The BSs 20 are interconnected with each other by means of an X2 interface. The BSs

20 are also connected by means of the Sl interface to the EPC (Evolved Packet Core),

more specifically, to the MME (Mobility Management Entity) by means of the

Sl-MME and to the Serving Gateway (S-GW) by means of the Sl-U. The Sl interface

supports a many-to-many relation between MME/S-GW 30 and the BS 20.

[41] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing functional separation between the E-UTRAN and

the EPC. Striped boxes depict radio protocol layers and white boxes depict the

functional entities of the control plane.

[42] Referring to FIG. 2, a BS 20 hosts the following functions: (1) Functions for Radio

Resource Management such as Radio Bearer (RB) Control, Radio Admission Control,

Connection Mobility Control, Dynamic Resource Allocation to UEs 10 in both uplink

and downlink scheduling, (2) IP (Internet Protocol) header compression and encryption

of user data stream, (3) Routing of User Plane data towards S-GW, (4) Scheduling and

transmission of paging messages, (5) Scheduling and transmission of broadcast in

formation, and (6) Measurement and measurement reporting configuration for mobility

and scheduling.

[43] The MME hosts the following functions: (1) NAS (Non-Access Stratum) signaling,

(2) NAS signaling security, (3) Idle mode UE Reachability, (4) Tracking Area list

management, (5) Roaming and (6) Authentication.

[44] The S-GW hosts (1) Mobility anchoring and (2) lawful interception. The PDN



gateway (P-GW) hosts (1) UE IP (internet protocol) allocation and (2) packet filtering.

[45] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing individual elements making up the UE 10. The

UE 10 includes a processor 11, memory 12, an RF unit 13, a display unit 14 and a user

interface unit 15. Layers of the radio interface protocol are implemented in the

processor 11. The processor 11 provides a control plane and a user plane. The function

of each layer can be implemented in the processor 11. The memory 12 is coupled to

the processor 11 and stores an operating system, applications, and general files. The

display unit 14 displays a variety of information of the UE 10 and may use a well-

known element, such as an LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) or OLED (Organic Light

Emitting Diode). The user interface unit 15 may be configured with a combination of

well-known user interfaces such as a keypad and a touch screen. The RF unit 13 is

coupled to the processor 11 and transmits and/or receives radio signals.

[46] Layers of the radio interface protocol between the UE 10 and the BS 20 can be

classified into Ll layer (a first layer), L2 layer (a second layer), and L3 layer (a third

layer) based on the lower three layers of the Open System Interconnection (OSI)

model. A physical (PHY) layer belonging to the first layer provides information

transfer service on a physical channel. A radio resource control (RRC) layer belonging

to the third layer serves to control radio resources between the UE 10 and the network.

The UE 10 and the network exchange RRC messages via the RRC layer.

[47] FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing radio protocol architecture for a user plane. FIG. 5

is a block diagram showing radio protocol architecture for a control plane. They i l

lustrate the architecture of a radio interface protocol between the UE 10 and the E-

UTRAN. The user plane is a protocol stack for user data transmission and the control

plane is a protocol stack for control signal transmission.

[48] Referring to FIGs. 4 and 5, a physical (PHY) layer belonging to the first layer offers

information transfer services to upper layers on a physical channel. The PHY layer is

coupled with a MAC (Medium Access Control) layer, i.e., an upper layer of the PHY

layer, through a transport channel. Data is transferred between the MAC layer and the

PHY layer through the transport channel. Between different physical layers, i.e., the

physical layer of a transmitter and the physical layer of a receiver, data are transferred

through the physical channel.

[49] The MAC layer in the second layer provides services to an RLC (Radio Link

Control) layer, i.e., an upper layer of the MAC layer, through a logical channel. The

RLC layer in the second layer supports reliable data transfer. There are three operating

modes, including TM (Transparent Mode), UM (Unacknowledged Mode) and AM

(Acknowledged Mode), in the RLC layer according to a data transfer method. For

example, the AM RLC provides bidirectional data transmission service and supports

re-transmission when the transfer of an RLC PDU (Protocol Data Unit) fails.



[50] A PDCP (Packet Data Convergence Protocol) belonging to the second layer performs

header compression function. The PDCP layer reduces the header size of the Internet

Protocol (IP) packet in order to transmit the IP packet efficiently.

[51] A RRC (Radio Resource Control) layer belonging to the third layer is defined only in

the control plane. The RRC layer serves to control the logical channel, the transport

channel, and the physical channel in association with configuration, reconfiguration

and release of radio bearers (RBs). The RB is a service provided by the second layer

for data transmission between the UE 10 and the network. When an RRC connection is

established between the RRC layer of the UE 10 and the RRC layer of the network, the

UE is in the RRC connected mode. When an RRC connection is not established yet,

the UE 10 is in the RRC idle mode. A NAS (Non-Access Stratum) layer belonging to

the upper layer of the RRC layer serves to perform session management and mobility

management.

[52] FIG. 6 shows mapping between downlink logical channels and downlink transport

channels. Referring to FIG. 6, a paging control channel (PCCH) can be mapped to a

paging channel (PCH). A broadcast control channel (BCCH) can be mapped to a

broadcast channel (BCH) or a downlink shared channel (DL-SCH). A common control

channel (CCCH), a dedicated control channel (DCCH), a dedicated traffic channel

(DTCH), a multicast control channel (MCCH) and a multicast traffic channel (MTCH)

can be mapped to the DL-SCH. The MCCH and MTCH can also be mapped to a

multicast channel (MCH).

[53] Each logical channel type is defined by what type of information is transferred. The

logical channels are classified into two groups, control channels and traffic channels.

[54] The control channels are used for transfer of control plane information. The BCCH is

a downlink control channel for broadcasting system control information. The PCCH is

a downlink channel that transfers paging information and used when the network does

not know the location of a cell in which the UE 10 is located. The CCCH is a channel

for transmitting control information between UEs 10 and network and used for UEs

having no RRC connection with the network. The MCCH is a point-to-multipoint

downlink channel used for transmitting multimedia broadcast multicast service

(MBMS) control information from the network to the UE 10 for one or several

MTCHs, and used only by UEs that receive the MBMS. The DCCH is a point-to-point

bi-directional channel that transmits dedicated control information between the UE 10

and the network and used by UEs having an RRC connection.

[55] Traffic channels are used for transfer of user plane information. The DTCH is a

point-to-point channel dedicated to one UE 10 for transfer of user information. The

DTCH may exist in both uplink and downlink. The MTCH is a point-to-multipoint

downlink channel for transmitting traffic data from the network to the UE 10 and used



only by UEs that receive the MBMS.

[56] The transport channels are classified by how and what kinds of data are transferred

over the radio interface. The BCH is broadcasted in the entire coverage area of the cell

and has a fixed, pre-defined transport format. The DL-SCH is characterized by support

for hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ), support for dynamic link adaptation by

varying the modulation, coding and transmit power, capability to broadcast in the

entire cell, capability to use beamforming, support for both dynamic and semi-static

resource allocation, support for UE discontinuous reception (DRX) to enable UE

power saving and support for MBMS transmission. The PCH is characterized by

support for UE discontinuous reception (DRX) enabling UE power saving and re

quirement for broadcast in the entire coverage area of the cell. The MCH is char

acterized by requirement for broadcast in the entire coverage area of the cell and

support for MBMS Single Frequency Network (MBSFN) combining MBMS

transmission on multiple cells.

[57] FIG. 7 shows mapping between downlink transport channels and downlink physical

channels. Referring to FIG. 7, a BCH can be mapped to a physical broadcast channel

(PBCH). A MCH can be mapped to a physical multicast channel (PMCH). A PCH and

a DL-SCH can be mapped to a physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH). The

PBCH carries the BCH transport block. The PMCH carries the MCH. The PDSCH

carries the DL-SCH and PCH.

[58] There are several downlink physical control channels used in the physical layer. A

physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) may carry resource allocation and

transport format of DL-SCH, paging information on PCH, system information on DL-

SCH, resource allocation of control messages of the upper layer such as random access

response transmitted on PDSCH, HARQ information, resource allocation of PDSCH,

transmit power control commands, activation for VoIP, and information on update of

system information. Further, the PDCCH may carry the uplink scheduling grant which

informs the UE 10 about resource allocation of uplink transmission. A physical control

format indicator channel (PCFICH) informs the UE 10 about the number of OFDM

symbols used for the PDCCHs and is transmitted in every subframe. A physical Hybrid

ARQ Indicator Channel (PHICH) carries HARQ ACK/NAK signals in response to

uplink transmissions.

[59] Referring to FIG. 8, showing the structure of a radio frame, the radio frame is

composed of 10 subframes, and each subframe includes two slots. Time taken to

transmit a subframe is referred to as a Transmission Time Interval (TTI). For example,

the length of a subframe may be 1 mili-second (ms), and the length of a slot may be 0.5

ms. The structure of the radio subframe shown in FIG. 8 is merely an example, and the

number of subframes included in the radio frame, the number of slots included in the



subframe, and the number of OFDM symbols included in the slot may be modified in

various ways.

[60] Referring to FIG. 9, showing a resource grid for one downlink slot, the downlink slot

includes a plurality of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbols

in a time domain. Although FIG. 9 shows that a downlink slot includes 7 OFDM

symbols and a resource block includes 12 sub-carriers in a frequency domain, this con

figuration is merely exemplary and the downlink slot is not limited to such con

figuration.

[61] Each element on the resource grid is referred to as a resource element, and a resource

block includes 12x7 resource elements. The number of resource blocks included in a

downlink slot NDL subordinates to a downlink transmission bandwidth set in a cell.

[62] Referring to FIG. 10, showing the structure of a subframe, one subframe includes

two consecutive slots. First three OFDM symbols of the first slot in the subframe

correspond to a control region on which PDCCHs are allocated, and the rest of the

OFDM symbols in the subframe correspond to a data region on which a PDSCH is

allocated. A PCFICH in the first OFDM symbol of the subframe carries information on

the number of OFDM symbols used for the control region.

[63] A PDCCH may carry resource allocation and transport format of DL-SCH, paging

information on PCH, system information on DL-SCH, resource allocation of control

messages of the upper layer such as random access response transmitted on PDSCH,

Transmit Power Control (TPC) commands for each UE, and activation for VoIP. A

plurality of PDCCHs may be transmitted within the control region, and a UE 10

monitors the plurality of PDCCH. The PDCCH is transmitted on an aggregation of one

or several consecutive control channel elements (CCEs) which are used to provide the

PDCCH with a code rate corresponding to radio channel's condition. A CCE cor

responds to a set of resource element groups. Resource element groups are used for

defining the mapping of control channels to resource elements. The format of the

PDCCH and the number of available bits of the PDCCH are determined according to

association of the number of CCEs and the code rate provided by the CCEs. The

example of the format of the PDCCH depending on the number of CCEs is shown in

table 1.

[64] Table 1



[Table 1]

[Table ]

[65] A CCE unit is the aggregation of at least one CCE. For example, the CCE unit 1 is

composed of one CCE, the CCE unit 2 is composed of two consecutive CCEs, the

CCE unit 3 is composed of three consecutive CCEs and the CCE unit 4 is composed of

four consecutive CCEs. A CCE aggregation level of L e {1,2,4,8} indicates the

number of CCEs in a CCE unit.

[66] Control information transmitted through the PDCCH is referred to as Downlink

Control Information (DCI). The DCI transmits uplink or downlink scheduling in

formation or an uplink TPC command. The DCI format is classified into format 0 for

transmission of uplink shared channel (UL-SCH) allocation, format 1 for transmission

of DL-SCH allocation for a Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) operation, format IA

for compact transmission of DL-SCH allocation for a SIMO operation or for

transmission control information for system information on PDSCH and random

access response, format IB for transmission of Multiple Input Multiple Output

(MIMO) rank 1 based on compact resource assignment, format 1C for transmission

control information for system information on PDSCH and random access response,

format 2 for transmission of DL-SCH allocation for a MIMO operation, and format 3

and format 3A for transmission of TPC commands for an uplink channel.

[67] Referring to FIG. 11, illustrating constructing a PDCCH, in S110, a BS 20 de

termines a PDCCH format to be transmitted to the UE 10 based on the DCI and

attaches a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) to control information. An identifier,

which is referred to as a Radio Network Temporary Identifier (RNTI), is masked on

the CRC according to the owner or usage of a PDCCH. If the PDCCH is for a specific

UE 10, a unique identifier of the UE, for example, a CeIl-RNTI (C-RNTI), may be

masked on the CRC. Or, if the PDCCH is for paging information, a paging indication

identifier, for example, Paging-RNTI (P-RNTI), may be masked on the CRC. If the

PDCCH is for system information, a system information identifier, for example, a

system information-RNTI (SI-RNTI), may be masked on the CRC. The SI-RNTI may

be differentiated according to the type of system information. A Random Access-RNTI

(RA-RNTI) may be masked on the CRC in order to indicate a random access response,



which is a response to transmission of a random access preamble of a UE 10. The RA-

RNTI may be differentiated according to the subframe in which the random access

preamble is transmitted. A Transmit Power Control-RNTI (TPC-RNTI) may be

masked on the CRC in order to indicate uplink TPC commands for a specific UE

group. Table 2 shows examples of identifiers masked on a PDCCH.

[68] Table 2

[Table 2]

[Table ]

[69] If the C-RNTI is used, the PDCCH carries control information for a specific UE 10,

and if other RNTIs are used, the PDCCH carries common control information received

by all or a plurality of UEs within a cell.

[70] In S120, coded data is generated by performing channel coding on the control in

formation to which the CRC is attached. In S130, rate matching is performed based on

the number of CCEs assigned to the PDCCH format. In S140, modulation symbols are

created by modulating the coded data. In S150, the modulation symbols are mapped to

physical resource elements.

[71] Referring to FIG. 12, showing decoding of PDCCHs, a CRC masked with UE ID i.e.,

C-RNTI, is attached to a DCI. Then, channel coding, rate matching and modulation are

sequentially performed. Modulated DCIs are mapped to at least one CCE according to

PDCCH format, for example, 1 CCE, 2 CCEs, 4 CCEs and 8 CCEs. Finally, the CCEs

are mapped to physical resource elements (REs).

[72] A plurality of PDCCHs may be transmitted in a single subframe. The UE 10

monitors the plurality of PDCCHs in every subframe. Here, monitoring means that the

UE 10 attempts decoding control information on each of the plurality of PDCCHs

based on the monitored PDCCH format. In the control region allocated in the



subframe, the BS 20 does not provide the UE 10 with information on the location of a

corresponding PDCCH. The UE 10 finds its PDCCH by monitoring a set of PDCCH

candidates in every subframe. This is referred to as blind decoding. For example, if no

CRC error is detected when the UE 10 de-masks its C-RNTI on a PDCCH, the UE de

termines that the PDCCH carries its own control information.

[73] FIG. 13 illustrates monitoring a control channel according to blind decoding in active

mode. Referring to FIG. 13, in the active mode, a UE 10 monitors PDCCH candidates

in every subframe in order to receive data transmitted to the UE. For clarity, paging in

formation (PI) is considered as the control information.

[74] For each subframe, a UE 10 in a cell searches for PI from a plurality of PDCCH

candidates through blind decoding. The UE 10 de-masks P-RNTI on each CRC of the

plurality of PDCCH candidates. If no CRC error is detected, the UE 10 reads the PI

from a PDCCH. The UE 10 receives a paging message on the PDSCH corresponding

to the PDCCH.

[75] FIG. 14 illustrates monitoring a control channel according to blind decoding in DRX

(discontinuous reception) mode. Referring to FIG. 14, in the DRX mode, a UE 10

wakes up in the monitoring period of each DRX cycle and monitors PDCCHs in a

subframe corresponding to the monitoring period. That is, in each subframe belonging

to the monitoring period, the UE 10 searches for its PDCCH. During the non-

monitoring period, the UE 10 enters into a sleep mode and stops monitoring PDCCHs

to save the battery consumption.

[76] As shown in FIGs. 13 and 14, the UE 10 should perform blind decoding for all CCEs

in a subframe in order to receive a PDCCH transmitted to the UE. A subframe in

which PDCCHs are monitored is referred to as a non-DRX subframe. Since the UE 10

does not know which PDCCH format is transmitted and when its PDCCH is

transmitted, the UE should decode all PDCCHs by all possible CCE aggregation levels

until blind decoding for a PDCCH succeeds within each non-DRX subframe. For

example, since the UE 10 does not know how many CCEs are used in a PDCCH for

the current PI, the UE should perform blind decoding for all possible CCE aggregation

levels until the blind decoding for the PDCCH succeeds. That is, the UE 10 first

decodes all the PDCCHs by the CCE aggregation level of L=I. If the decoding fails,

decoding is tried by the CCE aggregation level of L=2. Then, if the decoding by the

CCE aggregation level of L=2 fails, decoding is tried by the CCE aggregation levels of

L=4 and L=8 until the decoding succeeds.

[77] If the UE 10 attempts blind decoding by all CCE aggregation levels for all possible

RNTIs, the number of decoding attempts is excessively large, and thus, battery con

sumption of the UE may be high due to monitoring of the PDCCHs. For example,

when total number of CCEs is 32 in a non-DRX subframe and the number of CCE ag-



gregation levels is four of {1, 2, 4 and 8}, if blind decoding is tried for all four RNTIs,

including C-RNTI, P-RNTI, SI-RNTI, and RA-RNTI, the UE 10 tries the maximum of

240(=4x(32+ 16+8+4)) blind decodings. Therefore, a method of efficiently monitoring

PDCCHs while reducing battery consumption is desired.

[78] FIG. 15 illustrates monitoring a control channel according to an embodiment of the

present invention. Referring to FIG. 15, a region to which a PDCCH carries PI is same

in every subframe. The location of a logical or physical resource region allocated for

the PDCCH that carries specific control information, such as PI, is fixed in every

subframe. The UE 10 monitors the PDCCH in the fixed logical/physical resource

region.

[79] In order to reduce burdens of the UE 10 imposed by the blind decoding, a PDCCH

for specific control information is not randomly allocated in a CCE set of a subframe,

but is allocated based on a fixed location, fixed starting location, and/or fixed number

of CCEs based on the fixed starting location. Here, the fixed location is a location

known to both the BS 20 and the UE 10 and is not necessarily limited to a physically/

logically fixed location. The CCE set is a set of total CCEs allocated in the subframe.

Here, although it is shown that a PDCCH for PI is fixedly allocated to the starting

location in the CCE set, the PDCCH may be fixed to another random starting location

in the CCE set.

[80] A different number of CCE units may be assigned according to DCI. This means that

the number of CCE aggregation levels for a PDCCH carrying specific DCI may be re

stricted. For example, common control information uses two CCE aggregation levels,

i.e., CCE aggregation levels 4 and 8, and UE-specific control information uses four

CCE aggregation levels, i.e., CCE aggregation levels 1, 2, 4 and 8. If the number of

CCE aggregation levels for the common control information is smaller than that for

UE-specific control information, the number of detection attempts for PDCCH

carrying the common control information may be reduced.

[81] The UE 10 tries blind decoding for the first CCE in the CCE set of a subframe. If the

blind decoding fails, the UE 10 tries blind decoding for two, four and eight CCEs in

order while the starting location is fixed. If the four blind decodings fails, the UE 10

determines that there is no PI in the subframe. Accordingly, the number of decoding

attempts for detecting PI may be reduced. If a fixed CCE unit, for example, only CCE

aggregation level L=4, is used for PI, the UE 10 may confirm whether PI is received

only by attempting one blind decoding for four CCEs.

[82] Here, although it is described that only P-RNTI is monitored, the present invention

may be applied to monitoring PDCCHs of other identifiers, such as SI-RNTI, RA-

RNTI and TPC-RNTI.

[83] For specific control information, a fixed CCE aggregation level based on a fixed



starting location may be allocated in the CCE set of a subframe. For example, the DCI

format 1C is used to transmit system information addressed by the SI-RNTI or a

random access response addressed by the RA-RNTI. The random access response is

used in various causes such as a random access for initial access, a random access for

requesting the allocation of uplink radio resources, a random access for a handover,

and a random access for aligning uplink timing. The DCI format 1C for the system in

formation is restricted to start first CCE at the CCE aggregation level 8, and the DCI

format 1C for the random access response is restricted to start eighth CCE at the CCE

aggregation level 8 or fourth CCE at the CCE aggregation level 4. By allocating

PDCCH based on a fixed starting location and a fixed CCE aggregation level, the

number of decoding attempts can be reduced.

[84] Although a plurality of PDCCHs are multiplexed in a subframe, the locations and

number of CCEs are fixed according to control information carried by the plurality of

PDCCHs within the candidate resource region in the CCE set which is a logical

resource region. The candidate resource region is a region including a plurality of

CCEs of the CCE set, and the location and size of the candidate resource region are

known to both the UE 10 and the BS 20. The candidate resource region may also be

referred to as a search space. The UE 10 tries blind decoding for a PDCCH related to

specific control information in the candidate resource region.

[85] Information on the candidate resource region may be known to both the UE 10 and

the BS 20 without exchanging any signals, acquired from an equation by using a

common parameter shared by the UE and the BS, or informed by the BS to the UE

through RRC signaling, system information, or the like. The size and location of the

candidate resource region may be fixed or variable.

[86] A PDCCH mapped in the candidate resource region may be used for common control

information such as paging information, system information and a set of TPC

commands. The common control information is information that should be received by

a plurality of UEs 10 in a cell. A region for monitoring a common PDCCH that carries

the common control information is fixed in the candidate resource region of the CCE

set, not in the entire CCE set, and a UE specific (UE-specific) PDCCH is allocated at a

certain location on the CCE set. The UE 10 monitors the common PDCCH in the

candidate resource region and a UE-specific PDCCH in the other region or overall

CCE set, and thus, the number of decoding attempts is reduced, and battery con

sumption of the UE may be reduced.

[87] The candidate resource region for searching the common PDCCH may overlap with

the region for searching the UE-specific PDCCH. Alternatively, the candidate resource

region for searching the common PDCCH may be separated from the region for

searching the UE-specific PDCCH.



[88] A PDDCH carrying a specific DCI may have a fixed candidate resource region on

the CCE set. Also, the PDDCH carrying the specific DCI may have a fixed starting

location at each CCE aggregation level in the candidate resource region. For example,

the DCI format 1C for the system information is restricted to start first CCE at the CCE

aggregation level 8, and the DCI format 1C for the random access response is re

stricted to start eighth CCE at the CCE aggregation level 8 or fourth CCE at the CCE

aggregation level 4.

[89] In order to reduce the number of decoding attempts, a space in which PDCCHs for

some specific control information are searched is limited. The UE 10 monitors a set of

PDCCH candidates in each subframe. The monitoring means attempting to decode

each of the PDCCHs based on all monitored DCI formats and the PDCCH candidate is

a PDCCH on which the UE 10 attempts decoding.

[90] Hereinafter, a space for searching for a PDCCH is referred to as a search space. A set

of PDCCH candidates is defined based on the search space. When a set of all CCEs for

a PDCCH in one subframe is defined as a CCE set, a search space is a set of

contiguous CCEs starting from a specific starting location with respect to a CCE ag

gregation level in the CCE set. A CCE aggregation level L is a CCE unit for searching

for a PDCCH, the size of which is defined by the number of contiguous CCEs. The

CCE aggregation level L also means the number of CCEs used to transmit a PDCCH.

The search space is defined based on the CCE aggregation level. The locations of

PDCCH candidates occur every L CCEs where L is the size of a CCE aggregation

level.

[91] FIG. 16 shows PDCCH candidates according to CCE aggregation levels. NCCE

denotes total number of CCEs in one subframe. Referring to FIG. 16, PDCCH

candidates occur every L CCEs. PDCCH candidates at the CCE aggregation level 2

occur every 2 CCEs. PDCCH candidates at the CCE aggregation level 4 occur every 4

CCEs.

[92] The search space is classified into a common search space and a UE-specific search

space. The common search space is monitored by all UEs 10 in a cell, and the UE-

specific search space is monitored by at least one UE. The UE 10 monitors the

common search space and/or the UE-specific search space. The number of CCE ag

gregation levels supported by the common search space may be smaller than the

number of CCE aggregation levels supported by the UE-specific search space. The

common search space and the UE-specific search space may be overlapped with each

other.

[93] Table 3 shows an example of search spaces. The size of a CCE aggregation level and

the number of PDCCH candidates shown in the table are only for an exemplary

purpose and the present inventive concept is not limited to the example.



[94] Table 3

[Table 3]

[Table ]

[95] The UE-specific search space supports CCE aggregation levels of Le {1,2,4,8}, and

the common search space supports CCE aggregation levels of Le {4,8}. The size of a

search space is determined by the number of PDCCH candidates and the size of the

CCE aggregation level. That is, the size of the search space is integer times of the size

of a CCE aggregation level or the number of PDCCH candidates.

[96] The size of the common search space which is the number of CCEs in the common

search space may be kept constantly regardless of the number or the size of the CCE

aggregation level in the common search space. To achieve this condition, the number

of PDCCH candidates in the common search space may depend on the size of the CCE

aggregation level in the common search space. By fixing the size of the common

search space, the burden of the UE 10 to monitor the common search space can be

reduced.

[97] The CCE aggregation levels in the common search space may use a part of the CCE

aggregation levels in the UE-specific search space. For example, when the UE-specific

search space supports CCE aggregation levels of Le {1,2,4,8}, the common search

space supports CCE aggregation levels of Le {4,8}.

[98] When the total number of CCEs in the k-th subframe is NCcE,k the search space S(L)
k

at the CCE aggregation level L of {1,2,4,8} may be expressed as follows:

[99] MathFigure 1

[Math.l]

(Zi z ) +IL +J-) mod N 0C1J1

[100] where Z \ denotes a starting location of the search space, i=0,l,...,M (L)-l,



j=0, 1,..,L-I, M(L) denotes the number of PDCCH candidates in the search space, and

'mod' denotes a modulo operation. The starting location is a location where the first

PDCCH candidate is located in the search space. Within the search space, the UE 10

determines whether a PDCCH is a desired one by decoding the PDCCH candidates by

the unit of a CCE aggregation level starting from the starting location. The modulo

operation means cyclic search within a CCE set.

[101] The starting location of the UE-specific search space may be varied for each

subframe or a UE. The starting location of the UE-specific search space may be de

termined in every subframe. For example, the hash function for the starting point Z(L)
k

may be expressed as follows:

[102] MathFigure 2

[Math.2]

YkΛ )mo άD
[103] where Y ! denotes a constant related to UE-specific identifier, A=39827, D=65537,

and

U
is a maximum integer smaller than 'a'.

[104] In the common search space, the starting location of the search space is the same for

all UEs 10 in a cell. For example, the starting location may be set to zero for two CCE

aggregation levels of L=4 and L=8. This means that the starting location of the

common search space is the same for all subframes.

[105] In the common search space or the UE-specific search space, at least one PDCCH

carrying a specific DCI may be restricted to be monitored on a fixed start location at a

CCE aggregation level. It means that PDCCHs carrying different DCI in the common

search space can be restricted to start on different starting location at each CCE ag

gregation level. The different starting locations may be configured not to overlap with

each other with respect to the maximum CCE aggregation level. For example, a

PDCCH carrying system information is monitored by starting on CCE #0 at the CCE

aggregation level 4 in the common search space and CCE #0 at CCE aggregation level

8 in the common search space. A PDCCH carrying information on random access

response is monitored by starting on CCE #8 at the CCE aggregation level 4 in the

common search space and CCE #8 at CCE aggregation level 8 in the common search

space. The system information and the information on random access response may

use the same DCI format which has the same payload size.

[106] Referring to FIG. 17, showing control channel monitoring in a search space, a UE 10

determines a size of a control region, i.e., the size of a CCE set, to be monitored on



each subframe based on the PCFICH. On the logical CCE set where the total number

of CCEs is NCcE,k the UE 10 monitors one common search space at each of CCE ag

gregation levels 4 and 8, and one UE-specific search space at each of CCE aggregation

levels 1, 2, 4 and 8. In the common search space where the CCE aggregation level is

L=4, the UE 10 attempts blind decoding for four PDCCH candidates. In the common

search space where the CCE aggregation level is L=8, the UE 10 attempts blind

decoding for two PDCCH candidates.

[107] The starting location of the common search space is set to the beginning of CCEs,

i.e., Z(L)
k=0, and the starting location of the UE-specific search space is set as Z(L)

k=18,

and thus, the common search space and the UE-specific search space are not

overlapped with each other. However, the common search space and the UE-specific

search space may be overlapped with each other. Accordingly, the starting location of

the UE-specific search space may be located within the common search space.

[108] The starting location of the common search space is the same for all UEs 10 in a cell.

The starting location of the common search space may be same for all cells or may be

different for each cell. Therefore, a different starting location of the common search

space may be set for each cell for randomization of inter-cell interference. The starting

location of the common search space may have been previously set between the BS 20

and the UE 10, or may be informed to the UE by the BS through RRC signaling or

system information.

[109] A search space for searching for a PDCCH is defined, and the search space is divided

into a UE-specific search space and a common search space. Therefore, the BS 20

allocates common control information, which should be received by all the UEs 10 in

the cell, on the common search space, and a UE attempts blind decoding for the

common control information only within the common search space whose range and

location are known to the UE. Therefore, the number of decoding attempts may be

reduced.

[110] Referring to FIG. 18 illustrating monitoring a control channel according to an em

bodiment of the present invention, in S3 10, the UE 10 monitors a common search

space at each of common CCE aggregation levels in a subframe. In S320, the UE 10

monitors a UE-specific search space at each of UE-specific CCE aggregation levels in

the subframe. The starting location of the common search space may be same for all

UEs 10 in a cell, and the starting location of the UE-specific search space may be UE-

specific in the cell. The starting location of the common search space may be set to

zero. The starting location of the UE-specific search space may be determined in every

subframe. The number of the common CCE aggregation levels may be smaller than

that of the UE-specific CCE aggregation levels.

[Ill] Referring to FIG. 19 illustrating transmitting control information on a PDCCH



according to an embodiment of the present invention, in S410, the BS 20 configures

common control information on the PDCCH in a common search space. In S420, the

BS 20 transmits the common control information on the PDCCH. The common search

space may be monitored by all UEs 10 in a cell. The BS 20 further transmits UE-

specific control information on a PDCCH in a UE-specific search space. The UE-

specific search space may be monitored by at least one UE 10 which receives the UE-

specific control information.

[112] Referring to FIG. 20, illustrating monitoring a control channel, at least one PDCCH

carrying some common control information may have restricted starting location in a

common search space of a subframe. For example, a SI-PDCCH for system in

formation is restricted to start first CCE in the common search space and a RA-

PDCCH for a random access response is restricted to start last CCE in the common

search space. A UE 10 searches for the SI-PDCCH starting at the first CCE and the

RA-PDCCH starting at the last CCE. When the SI-RNTI is found, the UE 10 receives

system information on the PDSCH indicated by the SI-PDCCH. When the RA-RNTI is

found, the UE 10 receives the random access response on the PDSCH indicated by the

RA-PDCCH.

[113] The restricted starting location may be given at each CCE aggregation level. The

different starting locations may be configured not to overlap with each other with

respect to the maximum CCE aggregation level. For example, the SI-PDCCH is

monitored by starting on CCE #0 at the CCE aggregation level 4 in the common search

space and CCE #0 at CCE aggregation level 8 in the common search space. The RA-

PDCCH is monitored by starting on CCE #8 at the CCE aggregation level 4 in the

common search space and CCE #8 at CCE aggregation level 8 in the common search

space.

[114] There are various DCI formats. Payload sizes of the DCI formats may be different.

To reduce the number of decoding attempts, restrictions may be given for a specific

DCI format. When DCI format 1C is used to indicate system information and/or a

random access response, the starting locations of the SI-PDCCH and the RA-PDCCH

are fixed in the common search space. The starting location of the SI-PDCCH may not

overlap with the starting location of the RA-PDCCH. Although it is shown that SI-

PDCCH and RA-PDCCH have restricted starting location in the common search space,

restriction can be applied to other common control information.

[115] Referring to FIG. 2 1 illustrating monitoring a control channel according to an em

bodiment of the present invention, in S810, the UE 10 acquires a staring location of a

search space. The search space may be a common search space or a UE-specific search

space.

[116] In S820, the UE 10 acquires a previous CCE aggregation level for its own PDCCH



which is found in a previous subframe. If the previous CCE aggregation level does not

exist, the previous CCE aggregation level may be a CCE aggregation level acquired

from a BS 20 by a RRC signaling. Alternatively, the previous CCE aggregation level

may be a predetermined basic CCE aggregation level.

[117] In S830, the UE 10 monitors PDCCHs according to the order of blind decoding. In

other words, the blind decoding is sequentially performed based on the previous CCE

aggregation level. The previous CCE aggregation level is a criterion to select a CCE

aggregation level in the current subframe and may also be called as a basic CCE ag

gregation level. Blind decoding is first performed at the previous CCE aggregation

level. If no PDCCH is detected at the previous CCE aggregation level, blind decoding

is then performed at an aggregation level contiguous with the previous CCE ag

gregation level. Blind decoding may be performed at all available CCE aggregation

levels or at a part of the available CCE aggregation levels.

[118] The CCE aggregation level is determined by path loss and shadowing in the wireless

channel. The variation of the wireless channel is generally not large. When the

variation of the wireless channel is small, current CCE aggregation level may be same

as the previous CCE aggregation level. Accordingly, the number of decoding attempts

can be reduced if the UE 10 performs blind decoding first at the previous CCE ag

gregation level and then performs blind decoding at the contiguous CCE aggregation

level.

[119] When the PDCCH is not monitored during a period or the PDCCH is not detected

during the period, the UE 10 can try to monitor PDCCH according to a predetermined

basic blind decoding order. If the PDCCH is successfully detected, the CCE ag

gregation level for the successful PDCCH is first applied to the blind decoding of the

next subframe.

[120] An example of the blind decoding order for four CCE aggregation levels {1,2,4,8} is

shown in table 4.

[121] Table 4

[Table 4]

[Table ]

[122] Another example of the blind decoding order for four CCE aggregation levels



{1,2,4,8} is shown in table 5. Blind decoding is performed at one contiguous CCE ag

gregation level.

[123] Table 5

[Table 5]

[Table ]

[124] In another embodiment to determine the blind decoding order, a first selected CCE

aggregation level in a subframe can be set to a basic CCE aggregation level. Blind

decoding is sequentially performed at contiguous CCE aggregation levels with respect

to the basic CCE aggregation level. The first selected CCE aggregation level is

selected by a UE 10 or informed by a BS 20.

[125] An example of the blind decoding order for four CCE aggregation levels {1,2,4,8} is

shown in table 6. Blind decoding is performed at one contiguous CCE aggregation

level.

[126] Table 6

[Table 6]

[Table ]

[127] Another example of the blind decoding order for four CCE aggregation levels

{1,2,4,8} is shown in table 7. Blind decoding is performed at two contiguous CCE ag

gregation levels.

[128] Table 7



[Table 7]

[Table ]

[129] In still another embodiment to determine the blind decoding order, there is little

difference between the current CCE aggregation level at the current subframe and the

previous CCE aggregation level at the previous subframe although the channel

condition may vary. When the channel condition is sequentially changed, the number

of CCE aggregation levels in the current subframe may be restricted according to the

previous CCE aggregation level, as shown in table 8.

[130] Table 8

[Table 8]

[Table ]

[131] All the functions described above may be performed by a processor such as a micro

processor, controller, microcontroller, application specific integrated circuit (ASIC),

and the like operated based on software, a program code, or the like coded to perform

the functions. A design, development, and implementation of the code will be apparent

to those skilled in the art based on the description of the present invention.

[132] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and variations

can be made in the present invention without departing from the spirit or scope of the

invention. Thus, it is intended that the present invention cover the modifications and

variations of this invention provided they come within the scope of the appended

claims and their equivalents.



Claims
[I] A method of monitoring a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) in a

wireless communication system, the method comprising:

monitoring a set of PDCCH candidates for a search space in a subframe, wherein

the subframe comprises a control region for transmitting control information, the

control region comprising a plurality of resource elements mapped to a plurality

of control channel elements (CCEs), a CCE corresponds to a set of resource

elements, and the search space that comprises a contiguous set of CCEs is

classified into a common search space and a UE-specific search space, wherein

the common search space is monitored by all user equipments (UEs) in a cell and

the UE-specific search space is monitored by at least one UE in the cell.

[2] The method of claim 1, wherein locations for the PDCCH candidates for the

search space occur every K CCEs where K is a size of a CCE aggregation level.

[3] The method of claim 2, wherein a size of the search space is defined by the size

of the CCE aggregation level and a number of the PDCCH candidates for the

search space.

[4] The method of claim 2, wherein a number of CCE aggregation levels for the

common search space is smaller than a number of CCE aggregation levels for the

UE-specific search space.

[5] The method of claim 1, wherein a starting location of the common search space

is same for all the UEs in the cell.

[6] The method of claim 5, wherein the starting location of the common search space

is fixed.

[7] The method of claim 1, wherein a starting location of the UE-specific search

space is determined in every subframe.

[8] The method of claim 1, wherein a starting location to search common control in

formation is restricted in the common search space.

[9] The method of claim 8, wherein a starting location to search first common

control information and a starting location to search second common control in

formation are restricted in the common search space.

[10] The method of claim 9, wherein the starting location to search the first common

control information is different from the starting location to search the second

common control information.

[II] A user equipment for monitoring a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH),

the user equipment comprising:

a radio frequency (RF) unit for receiving a radio signal; and

a processor coupled with the RF unit and configured to:



monitor a common search space at each of common control channel element

(CCE) aggregation levels in a subframe, wherein the subframe comprises a

control region for transmitting control information, the control region comprising

a plurality of resource elements mapped to a plurality of CCEs, a CCE cor

responds to a set of resource elements, and the common search space comprising

a contiguous set of CCEs is monitored by all user equipments (UEs) in a cell;

and

monitor a UE-specific search space at each of UE-specific CCE aggregation

levels in the subframe, wherein the UE-specific search space is monitored by at

least one UE in the cell.

[12] The user equipment of claim 11, wherein a starting location of the common

search space is same for all the UEs in the cell.

[13] The user equipment of claim 11, wherein a starting location of the UE-specific

search space is UE-specific in the cell.

[14] A method of transmitting control information on a physical downlink control

channel (PDCCH) in a wireless communication system, the method comprising:

configuring common control information on the PDCCH in a common search

space, wherein the common search space is monitored by all UEs in a cell; and

transmitting the common control information on the PDCCH.

[15] The method of claim 14, further comprising:

transmitting UE-specific control information on the PDCCH in a UE-specific

search space, wherein the UE-specific search space is monitored by at least one

UE which receives the UE-specific control information.
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